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A support group that provides understanding, hope and information
to prostate cancer patients and their families.

Subject: York Region Resources You May Need or Use
Q & A session will follow presentations

Charlene Brown, Director, Patient Services-Community Teams
Central CCAC—Central Community Care Access Centre
Provides access to health care support at home, at school or in the community • care coordinators work with
people in the community or leaving hospital to determine what help is needed and arrange for care • care is
provided in community settings such as the home, school, residential facility or CCAC community clinic •
provides information about other community services and refers when appropriate
http://www.centralhealthline.ca/displayService.aspx?id=146784

Marc P. Terrance, MSW, RSW, Caregiver Education Counsellor
CHATS—Community & Home Assistance to Seniors
Community & Home Assistance to Seniors is a not-for-profit charitable organization, launched in 1980 by a
caring group of community members who believed in enhancing the independence of seniors living at home.
Over the years, CHATS has grown and evolved, and now offers a full range of home care and community
programs that meet the changing needs of more than 7,300 York Region and South Simcoe seniors and caregivers
each year.
http://www.chats.on.ca/

Meeting Date:

Thursday, January 21, 2016

Place:

Newmarket Seniors Meeting Place
474 Davis Drive, Newmarket (Side Entrance)

Time:

6:30 pm to 9:00 pm

Prostate Cancer Canada Network – Newmarket
Newmarket, ON

http://www.newmarketprostatecancer.com
info@newmarketprostatecancer.com
A member of the

Assisted by
Canadian Cancer Society, Holland River Unit
(905) 830-0447
Cancer Information Service: 1-888-939-3333

Your Executives
Walt Klywak, Chairman,
Communications

905-895-1975

Jane Kennedy, Emeritus Exec

905-895-2263

Phil Mahon, Secretary

905-473-2688

Ivan Martin, Treasurer

905-775-7576

Dan Ho, Photography, Layout Editor
Membership

416-953-8889

Mike McMaster, Copy Editor

905-235-7021

The Newmarket Prostate Cancer Support Group does not recommend products, treatment
modalities, medications, or physicians. All information is, however, freely shared.

2015

Christmas Social

For December, PCCN Newmarket opted for a social get together to
simply enjoy the season and one another’s company. The turnout was
modest but a good time was had by all.
Of special mention was the celebration of the 85th birthday of Derek
Lawrence (in his festive red shirt), the founder of PCCN Newmarket. The
birthday cake was delicious.
There was an over abundance of desserts, but we seemed able to cope
quite nicely thank you, and we kicked off the holiday season celebrations
in good fashion.

Photography by Daniel Ho

~ Mike McMaster, Copy Editor
December 17, 2015
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Remembering Frank Kennedy
Pat and I were certainly
saddened to hear of Frank's
passing. It's hard to think
that we won't be able to talk
with him again.
Frank was one of the first
persons that I met when I
joined the Newmarket
Prostate Cancer Support Group
over a dozen years ago. He was
one of the Founding Members of
the Group in the 1990s and never slowed
down contributing his time and knowledge
for everyone's benefit.
For all those years, Frank and his wife,
Jane would arrive early at the monthly
meeting and after lugging in the audio, visual
and recording equipment from their van,
would set it all up for the guest speaker.
This was just the beginning of their
monthly contributions.
Preparation of the monthly newsletter
from the recording of the speaker's
presentation would take several days but it
was well appreciated not only by all the
members of the Newmarket Group but by all
similar groups across Canada which now had
access to the speaker's presentation.
Frank has left his work in excellent
hands (Dan and Mike) so the quality and

availability of the newsletter
will continue.
Frank will always be
remembered.
Ron and Pat Stevenson
Marg and I have know Frank
for almost 10 years through
the Prostate Cancer Support
Group in Newmarket. He was
always a gracious man and was
a real encourage to me as I went through
the journey of Prostate Cancer. He
diligently handled the newsletter every
month and chaired our Executive Committee
the last couple of years that I was on it.
We know that he and Jane were
instrumental in seeing that group grow and
prosper.
We will fondly remember Frank as a godly
and caring man.
Blessings,
Doug & Marg Armstrong
How do I remember Frank, wow in so many
ways. Frank along with Derek is the glue
that held our group together. Not only, along
with Jane, was he the producer of our
newsletter for probably 30 years he was
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chair for more than 5. My greatest memory
is of his positive attitude and the stories he
loved to tell. Frank loved to digress and
occasionally wander off topic. That is why
our meetings were so interesting. Another
great memory is the annual executive
member barbecues with our wives. Frank was
always willing to talk about his cancer
journey and we sat on many open discussion
panels together. Frank will be missed in so
many ways.
Doug Bowers
I was sad to hear that Frank passed and
it was unfortunate I was unable to attend
his service due to prior commitments. I’m
sure it was a beautiful tribute to a
wonderful man. My sincere condolence’s to
you.
My thoughts about Frank are similar to
what I felt when I met all you wonderful
people associated with the membership. His
warmth and kindness were so natural and
welcoming as I entered the meeting room. It
really helped ease my jitters on speaking in
front of a knowledgeable crowd about a topic
they were all living.
Sandra Robinson RN, Nurse Navigator, DAU
Stronach Regional Cancer Centre at
Southlake Regional Health Centre
I would like to say that Frank was very
receptive to me at the prostate group

meetings. He willingly shared his personal
experience dealing with cancer and the
decisions he made to deal with it. His input
helped me to make an informed decision in
my on case and to that I will always be
grateful…⋯Rest in Peace Frank…⋯
Tony Grech
The first time that I met Frank & Jane
was in the latter part of 1996, the group
was formed in April of that year and we
were very short on men that had any
experience at all.
Myself I was diagnosed in December of “95
and found myself as startup Chairman and
doing things that I had not foreseen such as
getting speakers and also writing a
newsletter.
I have Publisher on my PC but still found
it to be an onerous task so I was very
surprised and pleased when I was approached
by Frank & Jane after a meeting to say
that they could be of help to the group and
one thing that they could excel at was
writing the newsletter, this lifted a great
weight from my shoulders.
How the newsletter was produced was
quite unique as the speakers voice was
recorded on an analog recorder, then decoded
by Jane and then typed up by Frank on his
computer. This was quite an effort on their
part but greatly appreciated by the group.
Both Frank & Jane did such an excellent job
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with the newsletter that it was sometimes
felt that when attendance at a meeting
was lower than normal, it was because
people could read about it exactly as if they
had been there.
Besides doing the newsletter, Frank would
always participate in whatever the group
was doing such as carrying out the
distribution of information at Upper Canada
Mall when it was PCa Survivors’ week in
September. Frank also was part of the
Canadian Cancer Society’s Peer Support
program and counselled men and their
families etc. by phone across Canada who
needed information about prostate cancer,
especially those diagnosed with prostate
cancer.
I have noticed at other funerals that I
have attended that although one felt that
you knew the person who had passed away,
there were also many things that one
learnt that came as quite a surprise and
this was true re Frank & Jane. I knew
that they had been foster parents but did
not realize that they had fostered 100
children and had adopted 7 of them!!!!!
Frank will be sorely missed not only by the
executive of the group but by all the other
activities he participated in.
Derek Lawrence
Frank and Jane have been with us a long
time working together. Jane and myself

always being there to help with the
refreshments and with us greeting everybody
at the meetings. Both Frank and Jane
always willing to help, Frank with the sound
system and doing so much more.
In the early days the executive members
used to take it in turns to host a summer
BBQ at our houses which were always a lot
of fun. Frank and Jane were great having a
large deck and pool and good for everybody to
get to know more about each other and enjoy
themselves.
They will both be very much missed.
Marg Lawrence
So sorry to hear about Frank, what a
shock. He was a lovely man. I didn't know
that he and his wife fostered and adopted
kids - very special people. He will be greatly
missed.
Mara & Tom Wray
Frank was not the first person I met
when I went to my initial support group
meeting, but as most members I quickly
gravitated to him. He was very open and
willing to share the information he had
gathered during his journey. I found Frank to
be very interesting and knowledgeable beyond
prostate cancer. He had been on the leading
edge of sound and film technologies during his
time with Maclean Hunter publications. He
was also instrumental in helping Habitat for
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helping Habitat for Humanity get off the
ground in the early days of their
development. Frank was very devoted to the
community and the church. He was a
gentlemen and helped numerous men across
Canada who would call him to discuss their
prostate journey. Frank was instrumental
in my joining the executive of the
Newmarket support group. His guidance,
dedication and mentoring of the group will be
missed.
Walt Klywak

when I read the newsletter I was blown
away by Frank and Jane's verbatim
transcription of the meeting - it was like
being there again and reliving the moment.
As time passed, I became involved with the
executive and came to know more about
Frank. His involvement with the community
- Habitat for Humanity, minor league
baseball, his church and the support group,
to name just a few - I found inspiring and
set a wonderful example as a life well led.
Later, when Frank had to pass the
responsibility for the newsletter on, at
first it was somewhat daunting, but with
In February 2013 I attended my first
PCCN Newmarket meeting and there were a Frank's guidance Dan and I were reassured
few things that made an impression on me. and honoured to take on the responsibility
First, the warm greeting (Phil and Ulli) and and try to maintain the quality that Frank
and Jane had well established.
the turn out. It told me that I was not
I enjoyed his company. He will surely be
alone and that many other men and their
missed.
families shared in this journey. So, there
was a certain kind of camaraderie in that.
Mike McMaster
Next, the speaker - Dr. Tom Morton an
urologist from Lakeridge Health - was
Thank you about the information about
obviously quite knowledgeable and did a great Frank I am sorry to hear about his passing
job moderating the open Q & A format,
will you please pass on my condolences to
which being a newbie, I found very
Jane and family. I always admired Frank
informative. This is a chronic condition to be for the newsletters he wrote. They were
treated not a death sentence.
very interesting and informative. Frank will
And finally, I met Frank Kennedy and
surely be missed.
Derek Lawrence. Both men had survived for
Yours truly,
over twenty years with prostate cancer,
Lorne Phenix
and that, in short, gave me hope, a powerful
thing to have on your side. The next month
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Misc. Prostate Cancer-related

News from Around
Repeating PSA Test in Select Patients Can
Mitigate Controversial Issues in Prostate
Cancer Screening
http://bit.ly/1ZlHcHq or
http://www.oncologynurseadvisor.com/prostate-cancer/
repeating-psa-test-in-select-patients-can-mitigatecontroversial-issues-in-prostate-cancer-screening/
article/462164/

Decline in PSA Testing and Incidence of
Early Prostate Cancer Coincide With 2012
Recommendation Against PSA Screening
http://bit.ly/230ITi6 or
http://www.ascopost.com/issues/december-25,-2015/
decline-in-psa-testing-and-incidence-of-early-prostatecancer-coincide-with-2012-recommendation-againstpsa-screening.aspx

Prostate Cancer:
“How To” Health Guide

New Diagnostic Tools Target Prostate
Cancer
http://www.newsmax.com/Health/Cancer/prostatecancer-diagnosis-tools/2015/12/23/id/706973/

If you, or someone you love and care for,
are trying to find health services, support or
information for prostate cancer, there are
actions you can take to help get the best
possible healthcare.
This guide will help you:
• Learn about Prostate Cancer Canada
• Understand what is prostate cancer
• Understand the healthcare system
• Find the information, service and support
you need
• Talk to your healthcare provider(s)
• Manage your condition
• Advocate and ask for the support you
need
This PDF is available for download at:

Trained dogs can sniff out prostate cancer
http://www.harvardprostateknowledge.org/traineddogs-can-sniff-prostate-cancer

Prostate cancer treatment inconsistencies
found in Canada
Active surveillance called preferred approach
to manage low-risk prostate cancer
http://www.cbc.ca/news/health/prostatecancer-1.3297782

How cancer treatments can affect your
sex life
Breast and prostate cancer are the most
common cancers among women and men.
These cancers share another similarity: They
have an impact on sexuality.
http://bit.ly/1OQpmdU or
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/life/health-andfitness/health-advisor/many-patients-unaware-of-howcancer-treatments-can-affect-their-sex-life/
article27020256/

http://bit.ly/1SjzkqK or
http://prostatecancer.ca/getmedia/
090b4066-05b8-4aeb-b6bb-0f6653bcca12/How-toguide-Eng_Sept2015.pdf.aspx
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~ ~ ~ Notes from The Chair ~ ~ ~
The curtain has been drawn on another year. It was a good year with a touch of sadness near the end
when we were advised of Frank Kennedy's passing. Due to my own health issues (emergency appendectomy), I was unable to attend Frank's Celebration of Life. That is my one regret. I did speak with Jane a
couple of days later and she indicated four of the children spoke and everyone left the church singing 'Take
Me Out to The Ball Game'. What a fitting tribute to a wonderful man who lived life to the fullest.
With Frank's passing, the torch has truly been passed to the current executive. We relied heavily on
Frank's mentorship, guidance and contribution to the support group. Dan and Mike have done a great job of
picking up the newsletter and maintaining the same high standard Jane and Frank produced. We only hope
the rest of us will be able to reach the bar Frank set for the group.
The New Year looks promising. In January, we are having a presentation from CCAC and CHATS
outlining the services available within the community should you need them. With all the changes going on
in our health care, we felt this may provide you insight into the system.
Our February speaker is Dr. Padraig Warde and he will be addressing the latest in radiation treatments,
including the virtual knife procedure.
Our June meeting will mark 20 years since Derek started the support group. We are making plans to
celebrate and are open to suggestions from the membership. One of the options we are considering is an
open session with a barbecue and cash bar. We would hope past and present members would be able to
mingle and share their journeys on a one-to-one basis. We look forward to your input and alternate
suggestions.
We have included the results from the recent membership survey in this issue.
Membership Survey
I have tried to analyze the membership survey results we have received to date. We sent out 139
e-mails, and received 41 responses (29.5% response rate). Of those 56% suggested we are still relevant,
19% said no and 7% indicated they still had a partial interest.
48.8 % suggested keeping the meeting format the same, with 34% suggesting a change – mainly to a
speaker every-other-month format.
78% of members are drawn to our meetings based on the topic.
27% of the respondents had radical prostatectomies, 12% are on active surveillance, approx 10% of
respondents had a combination of surgery and radiation, 10% have hormone only treatment and 10% have
had combo surgery, radiation and hormone therapy treatments, 7% had radiation only and 25% did not
disclose their treatments.
As a recap, we had a nominal 30% response rate from members, with half of those wishing to maintain
the meetings with speakers and one-third suggesting we alternate with open discussions. This may help
give us some direction going forward. I would be interested in your thoughts. I would like to thank all
those who took the time to respond.
Walt Klywak
Chairman
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